SILM TABLES

A part of the Slim collection. The table double legs penetrate the top surfaces and showed at the top of surface. Inside the top surfaces there’s inserts of metal poles, keeping the surface (15 mm thick) from twisting and strengthening it. A small pin in inserted from below, connected to the top surface with two screws while another pin is connecting both legs at the bottom.

Category- Coffee tables
Materials- Wood
Dimensions- (cm / in)
Big -
Width: 70 cm - 27.5 in
Height: 45 cm- 17.7 in
Depth: 70 cm - 27.5 in

Small -
Width: 50 cm - 19.7 in
Height: 40 cm- 15.7 in
Depth: 50 cm - 19.7 in

Finish - Natural wood finish

Cleaning instructions -
Use a soft and dry dust cloth and gently go over the product.
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